A F TERNO ON TE A
Afternoon tea on Fingal is where time stands still, where you can
experience the unhurried luxury of life on board a ship. Where every
contour and curve, every angle and tilt of Fingal is celebrated to offer a
totally unique experience, far removed from your everyday world.
Enjoy a selection of the finest teas followed by a selection of perfectly
matched savoury and sweet delicacies created by our galley team. Set
against the Art Deco interiors, inspired by Fingal’s rich heritage. Sit back
and relax and allow the ocean and the views over Edinburgh’s historic
Port of Leith to entertain you, like an ever-changing image.

NHS Scotland Test & Protect
Scan the QR code to check in.
Or visit: checkin.scot/08275482H

AFTERNOON TEA

£40

Amuse-bouche
Corn fed chicken terrine, Parma ham
Pickled beetroot, goat’s cheese mousse
Tempura haggis, grain mustard mayonnaise
Curried cauliflower arancini
Fingal’s hot smoked salmon, cucumber relish
Duck egg mayonnaise, salad cress
Pitchfork Cheddar, tomato chutney
Marinated cucumber, dill cream cheese
Buttermilk fruit and plain scones
Strawberry and Champagne jam from Perthshire Preserves, clotted cream
Forced rhubarb tart, vanilla custard
Milk chocolate macaron
Buttermilk panna cotta, spiced pears
Blood orange polenta cake, passion fruit curd
CHAMPAGNE AFTERNOON TEA

£50

Moët & Chandon Impérial, NV (125ml)
Please let us know if you have any specific dietary or allergen requirements and we shall be delighted to assist you.
Please note, our dishes are not produced in an allergen-free environment.

TEA
PekoeTea source the finest single-estate teas and create unique hand-crafted blends at
their Edinburgh tea factory in the historic Port of Leith, just minutes away from Fingal.
Their blends are created from scratch and are inspired by Scottish heritage; every
blend tells a story bringing together the finest natural ingredients and flavours.
Fingal Blend - Afternoon Tea
Exclusively hand-crafted for Fingal by PekoeTea Edinburgh. This blend is a balance of different
Ceylon teas, combined with Assam and Yunnan tea to create a refreshing and uplifting
afternoon blend.
Breakfast Blend
Made especially for PekoeTea by expert blenders in Kolkata. Breakfast Blend combines a range
of Assam teas with a small amount of Darjeeling for a full-bodied and malty infusion.
Gopaldhara TGBOP Second Flush Darjeeling
Harvested high in the foothills of the Himalayas, Gopaldhara Estate Second Flush is a rich
and fragrant tea.
Kenilworth Ceylon Orange Pekoe
From the world-famous Kenilworth Estate in Sri Lanka, Ceylon OP is malty and aromatic
with subtle hints of spice and eucalyptus.
Jasmine Yin Hao Green Tea
Fresh, heady aromas and a gentle floral taste make this one of the finest Jasmine
teas available.
Earl Grey
A classic Earl Grey, hand-crafted in Leith with the finest Chinese Black tea and natural
citrus flavour oils.
Chai Black
A warming, decadent blend of premium black teas and whole spices inspired by PekoeTea’s
sourcing journeys around India. Blended in Leith.
Highland Rooibos
Honey-sweet Rooibos ties together a variety of flavours and aromas inspired by Scotland’s
wilderness. From raspberry leaf to blueberry, lavender to rose.
Berry Hibiscus
A floral and vibrant hand-made blend to excite the taste buds. Intense hibiscus and refreshing
fruits infuse in harmony.

Chamomile Flowers
Our premium dried chamomile flowers give a herbal and delicate infusion with syrup-sweet
notes. A restful, calming cup for any time of day.
Highland Whisky Tea
Taken from PekoeTea’s collection of teas blended with single malt whisky from each
of Scotland’s unique whisky regions, this blend is sweet with hints of fruit and spice.
Jade Tips Green Tea
One of the “Ten Great Chinese Teas”, Jade Tips (also known as Xin Yang Mao Jian) has a light,
slightly sweet flavour.
Scottish Summer Fruits Green Tea
Inspired by the abundance of soft fruit grown every summer across Scotland, Scottish Summer
Fruits has flavours of red fruits, creamy vanilla and a juicy aftertaste.
Moonlight White
Made from the early harvest buds and leaves of ancient tea plants, it gets its name from
the process of withering the leaves under moonlight. Floral and sweet in flavour.
Blue Lady Black Tea
Infusing subtle rose with tangy grapefruit, Blue Lady is very refreshing and a great alternative
to Earl Grey. Blue Lady is blended using the finest Chinese black tea, flowers and natural
flavourings.
Lapsang Souchong
A black tea originally from the Wuyi region of the Chinese province of Fujian. Sometimes
referred to as smoked tea, lapsang is distinct from all other types of tea because the leaves
are traditionally smoke-dried over pinewood fires which produces the distinctive smoky flavour.
Peppermint
A naturally caffeine-free infusion made from the leaves of the peppermint plant.
The peppermint is cut leaf and makes a very refreshing brew.
Sencha Kura
A high-grade sencha made using the fukamushi or ‘extra steaming’ method of production.
The resulting infusion is thick and fruity with a pleasant umami aftertaste.
Decaffeinated Black Tea
This leafy breakfast decaf tea has had most of the caffeine removed, but has lost none of its
flavour! Still full-bodied, rounded and punchy, it’s a breakfast tea that can be enjoyed at any
time of the day or night.

COFFEE
Brodies buy coffee beans from plantations all around the world, and over many years
have developed trusted Fairtrade relationships with farmers and co-operatives.
The emergence of single estate coffees from new origins in Asia, Africa and the
Americas mean Brodies are always discovering fresh and exciting flavours.
Cappuccino
Flat White
Caffè Latte
Mocha
Americano
Single Espresso
Double Espresso
Hot chocolate with marshmallows

FINGAL AFTERNOON TEA CADDY, 50G

£4

Hand-crafted for Fingal by PekoeTea Edinburgh. This blend is a balance of different Ceylon
teas, combined with Assam, Yunnan and First Flush Darjeeling tea to create a refreshing
and uplifting afternoon blend.
This loose leaf tea is presented in a stylish black tea caddy featuring Fingal’s
gold tridant.

